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ON CONSISTENCY CHECKING OF SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS IN

CONTENT-BASED IMAGE DATABASE SYSTEMS

QING-LONG ZHANG∗, SHI-KUO CHANG† , AND STEPHEN S.-T. YAU‡

Abstract. In this paper we investigate the consistency problem for spatial relationships in

content-based image database systems. We use the mathematically simple matrix representation

approach to present an efficient (i.e., polynomial-time) algorithm for consistency checking of spatial

relationships in an image.

It is shown that, there exists an efficient algorithm to detect whether, given a set SR of absolute

spatial relationships, the maximal set of SR under R contains one pair of contradictory spatial

relationships. The time required by it is at most a constant multiple of the time to compute the

transitive reduction of a graph or to compute the transitive closure of a graph or to perform Boolean

matrix multiplication, and thus is always bounded by time complexity O(n3) (and space complexity

O(n2)), where n is the number of all involved objects. As a corollary, this detection algorithm

can completely answer whether a given set of three-dimensional absolute spatial relationships is

consistent.

1. Introduction. With the interest in multimedia systems over the past 10

years, content-based image retrieval has attracted the attention of researchers across

several disciplines [13]. Applications that use image databases include office automa-

tion, computer-aided design, robotics, geographic data processing, remote sensing and

management of earth resources, law enforcement and criminal investigation, medical

pictorial archiving and communication systems, and defense. One of the most impor-

tant problems in the design of image database systems is how images are stored in the

image databases [5, 6, 7, 8]. Various methods on image representation and retrieval

can be found in the literature (see, e.g., [4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16]).

One obvious distinction between the work of Sistla et al. [16] and the work such as

[8, 12] is that the spatial operators in [16] are defined by absolute spatial relationships

among objects, while the spatial operators in the other approaches are defined by

relative spatial relationships among objects. Consider, for example, two significant

objects A and B in a real picture. Then the spatial relationship “A is left of B”

(written as “A left-of B”) in [8] means that the position of the centroid of A is left

of that of B (and we say “A left-of B” is relative), whereas in [16] it means that A
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is absolutely left of B (and we say “A left-of S” is absolute). Note that the operator

left-of has the weaker meaning in [8] than in [16] in the sense that “ A left-of B”

is true in [8] whenever it is true in [16], and “A left-of B” is not necessarily true in

[16] when it is true in [8]. Spatial relationships may be classified into directional and

topological relationships. The 2D string approach developed by Chang et al. [8] is

based on (relative) directional spatial relationships: left-of, right-of, above, and below.

Spatial relationships used in [16] are (absolute) directional or (absolute) topological.

Spatial relationships proposed in our work [17, 18, 19, 20, 22] are more general, can

be (absolute) directional, (relative) directional, or (absolute) topological.

In [21]. we formulated a model for Content-based Image Database Systems

(CIDBS) and, for the first time, addressed the important consistency problem about

content-based image indexing and retrieval. In this paper, we intend to investigate

the consistency problem for spatial relationships in an image.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly present

the framework for Content-based Image Database Systems (CIDBS), introduced in

our recent paper [21]. We demonstrate how a content-based image database system

performs content-based image indexing and retrieval. In Section 3, we concentrate on

investigating the consistency checking component, which is used to verify the consis-

tency of content-based information about pictures. An efficient (i.e., polynomial-time)

algorithm is given to solve the consistency problem for spatial relationships in an im-

age. Conclusions and future research are given in Section 4.

2. Content-based Image Database Systems. In this section we briefly pre-

sent the framework for Content-based Image Database Systems (CIDBS), introduced

in our recent paper [21].

A Content-based Image Database System (CIDBS) will consist of at least the

following seven major components: Image Capture Mechanism, Consistency Check-

ing Mechanism, Image Indexing, Spatial Reasoning, Database, Image Matching, and

Human-Computer Interface.

Figure 1 is the block diagram of a Content-based Image Database System

(CIDBS). In this Figure 1, the left-side part represents an image indexing flow while

the right-side part represents an image retrieval flow.

2.1. Image Indexing Flow. In this Section, we demonstrate how a Content-

based Image Database System (CIDBS) performs the image indexing work for a real

picture.

For a real picture as an input, the Human-Computer Interface in a CIDBS first

sends a request for capturing the picture to the Image Capture Component. The

Image Capture Component will then invoke the Image Capture Mechanism to gen-

erate the content-based meta-data information about the picture. With limitations
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram of a content-based image database system.

of existing image-processing algorithms, this meta-data information is possibly gener-

ated semi-automatically by image-processing algorithms with human being’s help or

completely manually, through the Human-Computer Interface.

After the meta-data about the picture is captured, the Image Capture Component

will send this meta-data to the Consistency Checking Component. The Consistency

Checking Mechanism will then be invoked to verify the consistency of meta-data

across the entire Database (so this step will involve the Database Component). It

will perform the consistency checking among only those spatial relationships in this

meta-data for the picture, while performing the consistency checking of objects in this

meta-data across the entire Database.

If certain inconsistency in the meta-data is detected, the Consistency Checking
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Mechanism will temporarily stop and this inconsistency will be reported to the human-

being for special assistance through the Human-Computer Interface. This possibly

requires more accurate image-processing algorithms and/or careful manual help to

recapture the picture until the inconsistency in the meta-data about that picture is

solved. Certain inconsistency in the meta-data may also be detected and corrected

automatically by the Consistency Checking Mechanism if the Consistency Checking

Component is equipped with certain special recovery procedures. After the consis-

tency of meta-data is verified, the Consistency Checking Component will send this

meta-data to the Image Indexing Component.

After the meta-data about the picture is received, the Image Indexing Component

will generate the image index for that picture based on this meta-data. The Deduction

and Reduction Mechanism in the Spatial Reasoning component will also be invoked

to generate the compact/minimal image index at the Image Indexing stage. Our

iconic indexing approach will generate the 2D string representation for the image as

an image index.

After an image index for the picture is produced, the Image Indexing Component

will send the image index to the Database Component. Database Management System

will place the image index (e.g., the 2D string representation for our iconic indexing

approach) for the picture and its physical image to the database repository. An

Acknowledgment of Completion message will be sent from the Database to the Human-

Computer Interface to indicate the completion of image indexing for the input picture.

This finishes the image indexing flow.

2.2. Image Retrieval Flow. In this Section, we demonstrate how a Content-

based Image Database System (CIDBS) performs the image retrieval work for an

image query.

An image query is inputted through the Human-Computer Interface to the Con-

sistency Checking Component. The Consistency Checking Mechanism will be invoked

to verify the consistency among spatial relationships in the content-based description

of the query image. Note that it is not necessary to check the consistency among

objects in the content-based description of the query image. If certain inconsistency

among spatial relationships is detected, the error will be reported to the user through

the Human-Computer Interface for correction of the image query. After the incon-

sistency among spatial relationships is resolved, the user may resubmit the modified

image query through the Human-Computer Interface.

Note that, using a visual representation of an image query in the Human-Compu-

ter Interface sometimes might avoid the inconsistent problem of spatial relationships

in the query, since the visual representation automatically preserves the consistency

of its spatial relationships. Then it is proposed that the User Interface will have a
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mechanism to support the consistent query formulation from the visual representation

of an image query.

After the consistency among spatial relationships is verified, the image query will

be sent to the Image Matching Component. The query-processing mechanism will

then be invoked to perform picture-matching between the query image and an image

fetched from the Database, based on their content-based meta-data information. This

picture-matching process may also invoke the Deduction and Reduction Mechanism

in the Spatial Reasoning component to regenerate the information about redundant

spatial relationships. Finally, a finite set (possibly null) of images matching the query

image will be sent to the Human-Computer Interface.

This finishes the image retrieval flow.

3. The Consistency Problem for Spatial Relationships in a Picture. In

this Section, we concentrate on investigating the consistency checking component,

which is used to verify the consistency of content-based information about pictures.

Specifically, we are going to present an efficient algorithm to solve the consistency

problem for spatial relationships in a picture.

3.1. The Rules for Reasoning about Absolute Spatial Relationships.

Here first recall the semantic definitions of absolute spatial relationships, introduced

in [16].

It is assumed that a three-dimensional picture p consists of finitely many objects

and each object in p corresponds to a nonempty set of points in the three-dimensional

Cartesian space (the left-handed coordinate system), where each point is given by

its three x-, y- and z-coordinates. Given an object X in a picture p, p(X) denotes

its corresponding nonempty set of points. A two-dimensional picture is defined simi-

larly. Let p be a picture in which objects A and B are contained. Now define when

p satisfies the following absolute spatial relationships involving basic spatial relation-

ship operators, left-of, right-of, above, below, behind, in-front-of, inside, outside, and

overlaps.

• p satisfies the relationship A left-of B, stating that A is to the left of B

in the picture p, iff the x-coordinate of each point in p(A) is less than the

x-coordinate of each point in p(B).

• p satisfies the relationship A above B, stating that A is above B in the picture

p, iff the y-coordinate of each point in p(A) is greater than the y-coordinate

of each point in p(B).

• p satisfies the relationship A behind B, stating that A is behind B in the

picture p, iff the z-coordinate of each point in p(A) is greater than the z-

coordinate of each point in p(B).

• p satisfies the relationship A inside B, stating that A is inside B in the picture
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p, iff p(A) ⊆ p(B).

• p satisfies the relationship A outside B, stating that A is outside B in the

picture p, iff p(A) ∩ p(B) = ∅.

• p satisfies the relationship A overlaps B, stating that A overlaps B in the

picture p, iff p(A) ∩ p(B) 6= ∅.

The semantics of spatial relationship symbols right-of, below, and in-front-of are

defined similarly. Notice that these relationship symbols right-of, below, and in-front-

of are actually duals of left-of, above, and behind, respectively.

A finite set of spatial relationships F is said to be consistent if there is a picture

satisfying all the relationships in F . A spatial relationship r is said to be implied by

a finite set of spatial relationships F if every picture satisfying all the relationships in

F also satisfies the relationship r.

A deductive rule is in the following form

r :: r1, r2, . . . , rk

where r and ri (1 ≤ i ≤ k, k ≥ 0) are spatial relationships. The relationship r

and the list of relationships r1, r2, . . . , rk are called the head and the body of the

rule, respectively. A relationship r is said to be deducible in one step from a set of

relationships F by using a rule, if the head of the rule is r and every relationship in

the body of the rule is in F . Let R be a set of rules. A relationship r is said to be

deducible from a set of relationships F by using the rules in R if r is in F or there

is a finite sequence of relationships r1, r2, . . . , rl = r(l ≥ 1), such that r1 is deducible

in one step from F by using a rule in R and for each 2 ≤ i ≤ l, ri is deducible in one

step from F ∪ {r1, r2, . . . , ri−1} by using a rule in R. The sequence r1, r2, . . . , rl(= r)

is called a derivation of r from F by using the rules in R and k is called the length

of this derivation.

A deductive rule is called sound if every picture satisfying all the spatial relation-

ships in the body of the rule also satisfies the spatial relationship given by the head

of the rule. A set of rules R is called sound if every rule in R is sound. A set of rules

R is said to be complete if it satisfies the following requirement for every consistent

set of spatial relationships F a spatial relationship implied by F is always deducible

from F by using the rules in R.

Now let us present the system of rules R rules I-VIII, introduced in [16], for

reasoning about absolute spatial relationships.

I. (Transitivity of left-of, above, behind, and inside) For each x ∈ {left-of, above,

behind, inside}, we have

A x C :: A x B, B x C

II. For each x ∈ {left-of, above, behind}, we have

A x D :: A x B, B overlaps C, C x D
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III. For each x ∈ {left-of, above, behind, outside}, we have the following two types of

rules.

(a) A x C :: A inside B, B x C

(b) A x C :: A x B, C inside B

IV. (Symmetry of overlaps and outside) For each x ∈ {overlaps, outside}, we have

A x B :: B x A

V. For each x ∈ {left-of, above, behind}, we have

A outside B :: A x B

VI. A overlaps B :: A inside B

VII. A overlaps B :: C inside A, C overlaps B

VIII. A inside A ::

For two-dimensional pictures, one does not have the spatial relationship symbol

behind and the rules referring to it.

Notice that, the relationship symbols right-of, below, and in-front-of are ex-

cluded in the above rules of R, since they are duals of left-of, above, and behind,

respectively. They can be handled by additional rules that simply relate them to

their duals (see rules IX-XI in [16]).

Sistla et al. [16] proved that the set of rules R given above is sound for two-

dimensional and three-dimensional pictures, and R is complete for three-dimensional

pictures. However, they presented a counterexample to show that R is incomplete

for two-dimensional connected pictures (Note that the connectedness requirement

prevents an object in a picture from having disjoint parts). Without the connectedness

assumption, R can also be shown to be complete for two-dimensional pictures.

Unless it is otherwise stated, R will be used to represent the set of rules I-VIII

given above.

3.2. Definitions and Basic Facts. In this Section we present some concepts,

notations, definitions, and basic facts.

3.2.1. Maximal Sets of Spatial Relationships. Without loss of generality,

we can assume that, for a set of spatial relationships E , the maximal set of E defined

below involves only those objects appearing in E . Now we give the definition of the

maximal set.

Definition 3.1. Given a set E of spatial relationships, a superset F ⊇ E is

called a maximal set of ttE under the system of rules R if (i) each r ∈F is deducible

from E using the rules in R, and (ii) no proper superset of F satisfies condition (i).

Proposition 3.2 establishes the existence and uniqueness of the maximal set.

Proposition 3.2. Given a set E of spatial relationships, there exists exactly one

maximal set F of E under R.
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Proof. For each possible relationship AxB, where objects A and B appear in E

and x ∈{ left-of, above, behind, inside, outside, overlaps}, we put it into F if and

only if it is deducible from E under R. Then F satisfies the required properties.

Proposition 3.3 establishes the close connection of consistency between a setE of

spatial relationships and the maximal set of E under R.

Proposition 3.3. Given a set E of spatial relationships, E is consistent if and

only if the maximal set of E under R is consistent.

Proof. It is obvious that E is consistent if the maximal set of E under R is

consistent. Conversely, if E is consistent, then the maximal set of E under R must be

consistent, since the set of rules R is sound for two-dimensional and three-dimensional

pictures.

3.2.2. Directed Graph and Transitive Closure. A directed graph (or digraph

G) is a subset of V ×V , where V is a finite set. The elements in V and G are called the

vertices and arcs of the graph, respectively. Given two vertices u and v in V , a directed

path in G from u to v is a sequence of distinct arcs α1, α2, . . . , αk(k ≥ 1), such that

there exists a corresponding sequence of vertices u = v0, v1, v2, . . . , vk = v satisfying

αi+1 = (vi, vi+1) ∈ G, for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. A cycle is a directed path beginning and

ending at the same vertex and passing through at least one other vertex. An arc in

the form (v, v) is called a loop. A graph is called acyclic if it contains no cycles or

loops.

A graph G is called transitive if, for every pair of vertices u and v, not necessarily

distinct, (u, v) ∈ G whenever there exists a directed path in G from u to v. The

transitive closure GT of G is the least subset of V ×V that contains G and is transitive.

The following fact 3.4 is stated in [17, Chapter 2] [23].

Fact 3.4. It takes the same equivalent time complexity to compute the transitive

reduction of a graph, or to compute the transitive closure of a graph, or to perform

Boolean matrix multiplication.

Notice that we can easily compute the transitive closure of a graph G using

efficient standard algorithms with time complexity O(n3) and space complexity O(n2),

where n is the total number of vertices in G (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3]).

Let G be a directed graph. We will use GT to denote the transitive closure of G.

It is assumed that a directed graph G is represented by its adjacency matrix M , the

matrix with a 1 in row i and column j if there is an arc from the ith vertex to the jth

vertex and a 0 there otherwise. For simplicity, sometimes we identify a graph G with

its adjacency matrix M , and also use MT to denote adjacency matrix of the transitive

closure GT . For a set E of “x” relationships, where x ∈{left-of, above, behind, inside,

outside, overlaps}, we also associate it with its adjacency matrix, the matrix with a

1 in row i and column j if the relationship “(the ith object) x (the jth object)” is in
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E and a 0 there otherwise, and identify E with its adjacency matrix. However, the

intended meaning will be clear from the context.

Let SR be a set of spatial relationships and n be the number of all objects involved

in SR. We assume that these n objects involved in SR are always arranged in some

order from first to nth. Note that, two identical objects located in different positions

in a real picture are represented by different subscripts among 1, 2, . . . , n. This is

required for the description of spatial relationships and the 2D string representation

of a picture. Certainly they will be matched to the same object during pictorial

retrieval.

Definition 3.5. Let SR be a set of spatial relationships and x be a relationship

symbol chosen from {left-of, above, behind, inside}. A dependency graph derived by x

(and SR implicitly) is defined as a directed graph Gx, its vertex set is the set of all

objects involved in SR, and an arc (A, B) is in Gx if and only if AxB is in SR.

Note that, from Rule VIII, any relationship A inside A is always redundant for

any involved object A and thus could be deleted from SR immediately. Further, all of

them must be added into the maximal set of SR when we generate it. Therefore, we

can assume that the derived dependency graph Ginside does not include any arc (A, A).

Now it is obvious that four derived dependency graphs, Gleft-of , Gabove, Gbehind, and

Ginside are acyclic for any consistent set SR of spatial relationships.

Let E be a set of spatial relationships and x be a relationship symbol. We will

use Ex to denote the subset of all “x” relationships that are in E . For example,

if E = {A left-of B, B left-of C, A outside C}, then E left-of = {A left-of B, B

left-of C }, Eoutside= {A outside C }, and E inside = ∅. Let F be a set of spatial

relationships involving only overlaps or outside. We will use F s to denote the set of all

corresponding symmetrical relationships from F . For example, if F 1 = {A overlaps

B, C overlaps D, D overlaps C }, then F s
1 = {B overlaps A, D overlaps C, C overlaps

D }, and if F 2 = {A outside B, C outside D }, then F s
2 = {B outside A, D outside

C }.

3.3. Consistency Checking Algorithms. Now we begin to present the algo-

rithms for consistency checking of spatial relationships.

The 2D string approach for Iconic Indexing developed by Chang et al. [8] consid-

ers only relative spatial relationships among objects, that is, it considers only relative

spatial relationships involving left-of, above, and behind (for three-dimensional pic-

tures only). Our proposed GC-2D string approach [19, 22] considers both relative

and absolute spatial relationships. Note that there are no interactions among left-of,

above, and behind relationships. Let us consider a set of only relative spatial relation-

ships E . We can detect the consistency of E in the following way. First, check whether

E contains one self-contradictory relationship Ax A for some object A involved in E
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and x ∈{left-of, above, behind}. It is obvious that E is inconsistent if E contains one

self-contradictory relationship Ax A. Now if E doesn’t contain any self-contradictory

relationship AxA, then compute the transitive closure GT
x of Gx for each x ∈{left-of,

above, behind}, where Gx is the dependency graph derived by x(and E). It is clear

that E is inconsistent if and only if Gx is cyclic, if and only if GT
x contains a loop

(A, A) for some object A involved in E , if and only if GT
x contains two arcs (A, B)

and (B, A) for two different objects A and B involved in E , where x is either left-of,

above, or behind. Note that the required time complexity is dominated by applying

the transitive closure algorithm. Therefore, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.6. There exists an efficient algorithm to detect whether a given set

of relative spatial relationships E is consistent. The time required by it is at most a

constant multiple of the time to compute the transitive closure of a graph, and thus is

always bounded by time complexity O(n3) (and space complexity O(n2)), where n is

the number of all objects involved in E.

Let E be a set of spatial relationships among objects in the content-based meta-

data information about a picture. Note that inside, outside, and overlaps operators

are not applicable for relative spatial relationships, and an absolute spatial relation-

ship involving left-of, above, and behind is also true as a corresponding relative spatial

relationship. Thus, in order to verify the consistency of E , we need to do the fol-

lowing two consistency checkings. One is to check the consistency of the set of those

absolute spatial relationships in E . The rest of the paper is devoted to this. The other

is to check the consistency of the union set of relative spatial relationships already

in E and those corresponding relative spatial relationships which, as absolute spatial

relationships, are in the maximal set of E under R. By Theorem 3.6, this can be

done efficiently as shown above.

Similar to Theorem 3.6, we clearly have the following theorem for detecting the

consistency of relative and/or absolute spatial relationships involving only left-of,

above, and behind.

Theorem 3.7. There exists an efficient algorithm to detect whether a given set E

of spatial relationships involving only left-of, above, and behind operators is consistent.

The time required by it is at most a constant multiple of the time to compute the

transitive closure of a graph, and thus is always bounded by time complexity O(n3)

(and space complexity O(n2)), where n is the number of all objects involved in E.

From now on, let us consider only absolute spatial relationships in the meta-data

information about a picture.

Given two different objects A and B, we say A and B have a pair of contradictory

spatial relationships if at least one of the following six conditions holds:

1. A inside B and B inside A.

2. AxB and BxA for some x ∈ {left-of above, behind}.
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3. A outside B and A overlaps B.

4. A overlaps B and AxB for some x ∈{left-of above, behind}.

5. A inside B and AxB for some x ∈{left-of above, behind}.

6. A outside B and A inside B.

Each condition is respectively called type-i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 6. (Note that these

are all possible cases of contradictory pairs.)

Given a set E of absolute spatial relationships, we say E contains one pair of

contradictory spatial relationships if there exist two objects A and B having a pair

of contradictory spatial relationships in E . We say E contains a self-contradictory

spatial relationship if there exists one object A such that E contains either one of the

following spatial relationships: A left-of A, A above A, A behind A, and A outside A.

It is obvious that any set E of absolute spatial relationships is inconsistent if E

contains one pair of contradictory spatial relationships. It is also obvious that E is

inconsistent if E contains a self-contradictory spatial relationship.

Given a set SR of absolute spatial relationships, we will follow the process of

generating the maximal set of SR under R (see [17, Chapter 2] [23]), to detect

whether the maximal set of SR under R contains one pair of contradictory spatial

relationships. And if the maximal set of SR tinder R doesn’t contain any pair of

contradictory spatial relationships, our proposed procedure will finally generate the

maximal set of SR under R.

At the beginning of the process and after each step of generating certain new

spatial relationships, we will check whether there exists one pair of contradictory

spatial relationships so far. If the answer is YES, the maximal set of SR under R

definitely contains one pair of contradictory spatial relationships. If the answer is NO,

continue the process.

Before the beginning of detection algorithm, first check whether SR contains a

self-contradictory spatial relationship. If SR contains the spatial relationship AxA

for some object A involved in SR and x ∈{left-of, above, behind, outside}, then SR

is inconsistent. Also note that, from Rules VIII and VI, any relationships A inside A

and A overlaps A are always redundant for any involved object A and thus could be

deleted from SR immediately. Therefore, we can assume that SR does not contain

AxA for x ∈{left-of, above, behind, inside, outside, overlaps}.

We divide the process of generating all deducible relationships from SR under R

into four parts: (i) generating new inside relationships; (ii) generating new overlaps

relationships; (iii) generating new relationships involving left-of, above, and behind;

and (iv) generating new outside relationships. Among these four parts, the first part

is the easiest and the third part is the hardest.

We begin with Part (i).
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3.3.1. Generating inside Relationships. We have only rules I and VIII

to deduce inside relationships. As mentioned before, Ginside denotes the dependency

graph derived by the relationship symbol inside (and SR) which does not contain any

arc (A, A), where A is an object. Obviously the set of all deducible inside relationships

is

GT
inside∪ {A inside A |A is any involved object},

denoted by INSIDE.

It is clear that Ginside is inconsistent if and only if Ginside is cyclic, if and only if

GT
inside contains a loop (A, A) for some object A involved in SR, if and only if GT

inside

contains two arcs (A, B) and (B, A) for two different objects A and B involved in SR.

Thus, we only need to check whether GT
inside contains a loop. If GT

inside contains a

loop, halt the procedure and output YES. Otherwise, continue (and we know Ginside

is acyclic).

Suppose, for example, SRinside={A inside B, B inside C, C inside A}. Then

GT
inside contains all nine spatial relationships Y inside Z, where Y and Z can be

either A, B, or C. Thus, Ginside(= SRinside) and SR are inconsistent.

Later we will use the set

INSIDE+ = GT
inside=INSIDE−{A inside A |A is any involved object}.

Suppose, for example, SRinside={ A inside B, B inside C}. Then

INSIDE+=SRinside∪{ A inside C}.

3.3.2. Generating overlaps Relationships. We have only three rules, IV,

VI, and VII, to deduce overlaps relationships.

Let O0=SRoverlaps, O1 = O0 ∪ Os
0, and O2 be the set of all deducible overlaps

relationships from INSIDE using Rules VI and IV. O1 and O2 could have a nonempty

intersection set. Note that O1 ∪ O2 is the set of all deducible overlaps relationships

from O0∪INSIDE using only Rules IV and VI.

When C is set to be A, Rule VII will become

A overlaps B :: A inside A, A overlaps B

and this is trivial by Rule VIII. Similarly, when C is set to be B, Rule VII will become

A overlaps B :: B inside A, B overlaps B

and this is trivial by Rule IV, VI, and VIII. Thus, we can assume that C is always

not equal to A or B whenever we apply Rule VII.

Any new deducible relationships A overlaps B (i.e., not in O1 ∪ O2) should have

to be obtained from O1 ∪ O2 and INSIDE+ using Rule VII at least once and Rule

IV. Let O3 be the set of all overlaps relationships deducible in one step from O1 ∪O2

and INSIDE+ using Rule VII, and let O4 = Os
3, and O5 be the set of all overlaps

relationships deducible in one step from O4 and INSIDE+ using Rule VII.

Suppose, for example, SR={C inside A, D inside B, C overlaps D}. Then O0 =
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{C overlaps D}, O1 = {C overlaps D, D overlaps C }, INSIDE+= {C inside A, D

inside B} and O2= {C overlaps A, A overlaps C, D overlaps B, B overlaps D}∪{z

overlaps z | z ∈ {A, B, C, D}}. All new deducible relationships in O3 are A overlaps

D and B overlaps C, since

A overlaps D :: C inside A, C overlaps D

B overlaps C :: D inside B, D overlaps C.

Hence, O4 contains D overlaps A and C overlaps B. Now all new deducible relation-

ships in O5 are A overlaps B and B overlaps A, since

A overlaps B :: C inside A, C overlaps B

B overlaps A :: D inside B, D overlaps A.

Claim 3.8. The set of all new (i.e., not in O1 ∪ O2) deducible overlaps rela-

tionships is contained in O3 ∪ O4 ∪ O5. Therefore, the set of all deducible overlaps

relationships is

5⋃

i=1

Oi

denoted by OVERLAPS.

Proof. The reader may refer to the proof of Claim 3.1 in Appendix of [23] for the

proof of Claim 3.8.

Note that, for each object A, A inside A is in INSIDE , so A overlaps A is in

O2 by Rule VI, and thus is in OVERLAPS . Let

OVERLAPS+ = OVERLAPS - {A overlaps A | A is any involved object}.

We will use OVERLAPS+ later.

Note that nothing abnormal will occur at this step, since the interaction between

inside and overlaps relationships is consistent.

3.3.3. Generating left-of, above, and behind Relationships. We have

only the first three rules, I, II, and III, to deduce relationships involving left-of, above,

and behind. To apply Rule III to deduce new relationships, we should guarantee that

all deducible inside relationships be generated from SR. To apply Rule II to deduce

new relationships, we should also guarantee that all deducible overlaps relationships

be generated from SR.

We now consider generating new left-of, above, and behind spatial relationships.

This generating process can be divided into three steps: (a) generating those new

relationships that can be deduced by using only Rule I; (b) generating those new

relationships that can be deduced by using only both Rules I and II; and (c) generating

those new relationships that can be deduced by using Rules I, II, and III. Since any

new relationship involving left-of, above, and behind is deducible, in the presence of
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OVERLAPS+ and INSIDE+ using only Rules I, II, and III, it should be generated

from SR at one of steps (a), (b), and (c).

Note that Rule II will become rule I whenever D is identical to C, and Rule III

will become trivial whenever A is identical to B for case (a) or B is identical to C

for case (b). Hence, we can assume that applying Rule II requires the condition “B

is not identical to C” and applying Rule III requires the condition “A is not identical

to B for case (a) or B is not identical to C for case (b).”

The generating process goes through (a), then (b), then (c), one time for each

relationship symbol x ∈{left-of, above, behind}.

Step (a) Using only Rule I

Recall that Gx, defined in Section 3.2.2, is the dependency graph derived by x (and

SR implicitly). It is obvious that GT
x is the set of all “x” relationships deducible by

using only Rule I.

Suppose, for example, SR = {A above B, B above C}. Then GT
above = SR∪{A

above C}.

It is clear that Gx is inconsistent if and only if Gx is cyclic, if and only if GT
x

contains a loop (A, A) for some object A involved in SR, if and only if GT
x contains

two arcs (A, B) and (B, A) for two different objects A and B involved in SR. Thus,

we only need to check whether GT
x contains a loop. If GT

x contains a loop, halt the

procedure and output YES. Otherwise, continue (and we know Gx is acyclic).

Then check whether GT
x ∪OVERLAPS+ contains one pair of type-4 contradic-

tory spatial relationships, that is, whether there exist two different objects A and B

such that AxB ∈ GT
x and A overlaps B∈OVERLAPS+. If GT

x∪ OVERLAPS+

does, halt the procedure and output YES. Otherwise, continue. Note that OVER-

LAPS+ already contains all overlaps relationships which are obtained from IN-

SIDE+. So, we don’t need to check whether GT
x ∪INSIDE+ contains one pair of

type-5 contradictory spatial relationships.

Step (b) Using only Rules I and II

Let Mov be the adjacency matrix of OVERLAPS+, the matrix with 1 in row i

and column j if the relationship “(the ith object) overlaps (the jth object)” is in

OVERLAPS+ and a 0 there otherwise. Then GT
x ∗ Mov ∗ GT

x represents the set of

those “x” relationships that are deducible in the presence of OVERLAPS+ using

Rule II exactly once and Rule I zero or more times. It is easy to see that
⋃

2≤r≤3
(GT

x ∗

Mov)
r ∗ GT

x represents the set of those “x” relationships that are deducible in the

presence of OVERLAPS+ using Rule II exactly two times and Rule I zero or more

times. Furthermore,
⋃

r≥1
(GT

x ∗Mov)
r∗GT

x represents the set of those “x” relationships

that are deducible in the presence of OVERLAPS+ using Rule II at least once and

Rule I zero or more times. Clearly
⋃

r≥1
(GT

x ∗ Mov)
r ∗ GT

x is the set of all new “x”

relationships at this step. And
⋃

r≥0
(GT

x ∗ Mov)
r ∗ GT

x , denoted by Mx2, is the set of
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all “x” relationships deducible in the presence of OVERLAPS+, using only Rules I

and II.

Let Mx denote GT
x ∗ Mov. It is easy to see that

Mx2 =
⋃

r≥0

(GT
x ∗ Mov)

r ∗ GT
x

= GT
x + (GT

x ∗ Mov)
T ∗ GT

x

= GT
x + MT

x ∗ GT
x .

Note that Mx = GT
x ∗ Mov represents an “entire-x-partial” relation among objects,

that is, (A, C) ∈ GT
x ∗Mov if and only if there exists some object B other than A and

C such that AxB and B overlaps C, that means Ax(B ∩ C), the entire object A is

x to B ∩ C, the part of the object C. This “entire-x-partial” relation among objects

satisfies the transitive rule. Thus,
⋃

r≥1
(GT

x ∗ Mov)
r = (GT

x ∗ Mov)
T = MT

x is the

transitive closure of Mx = GT
x ∗ Mov. It is obvious that MT

x2 = Mx2.

Suppose, for example, SR={A above B, C overlaps B, C above D, D overlaps E, E

above F}. At Step (a), GT
above = Gabove=SRabove. At Step (b), OVERLAPS+={C

overlaps B, B overlaps C, D overlaps E, E overlaps D}. Then

Mabove = Gabove ∗ Mov = {(A, C), (C, E)},

MT
above = {(A, C), (C, E), (A, E)},

MT
above ∗ GT

above = {A above D, C aboveF, A above F}.

In fact, we can have the following derivations for A above D, C above F, and A above

F in MT
above ∗ GT

above.

A above D :: A above B, B overlaps C, C above D

C above F :: C above D, D overlaps E, E above F

A above F :: A above D, D overlaps E, E above F.

Now check whether Mx2 contains a loop. If it contains a loop, halt the procedure

and output YES. Otherwise, continue (and we know Mx2 is acyclic). Then check

whether Mx2 ∪ Mov contains one pair of type-4 contradictory spatial relationships,

that is, whether there exist two different objects A and B such that AxB ∈ Mx2

and A overlaps B ∈ Mov. If Mx2 ∪ Mov does, halt the procedure and output YES.

Otherwise, continue. Note that Mov already contains all overlaps relationships which

are obtained from INSIDE+. So, similar to Step (a), we don’t need to check whether

Mx2∪INSIDE+ contains one pair of type-5 contradictory spatial relationships.

Step (c) Using Rules I, II, and III

For the purpose of ease of disposition, here we introduce the spatial relationship

symbol contains, which says that A contains B iff B inside A. Let

CONTAINS+={A contains B | B inside A ∈INSIDE+},
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and Min and Mco, respectively, be the adjacency matrices of the directed graphs

INSIDE+ and CONTAINS+. Note that INSIDE+ = GT
inside and Mco = M ′

in,

where M ′
in denotes the transpose matrix of Min.

After the spatial relationship symbol contains is introduced, Rule III(b) can be

rewritten as follows:

AxC:: A x B, B contains C.

Now it is obvious that Min ∗ Mx2 and Mx2 ∗ Mco (i.e., Mx2 ∗ M ′
in) represent

the sets of all “x” relationships deducible in one step from Mx2 and INSIDE+

using Rule III(a) and Rule III(b), respectively. Furthermore, Min ∗ Mx2 ∗ Mco (i.e.,

Min ∗ Mx2 ∗ M ′
in) represents the set of all “x” relationships deducible in two steps

from Mx2 and INSIDE+, using both Rule III(a) and Rule III(b) exactly once each.

Furthermore, if AxD ∈ MinMx2Mco, then

AxD :: A inside B, BxC, C contains D

where

A inside B∈INSIDE+, BxC ∈ Mx2

and

C contains D ∈CONTAINS+.

Note that AxD can be derived by using Rule III(a) first, followed by using Rule III(b),

that is,

A x C:: A inside B, B x C

A x D :: A x C, C contains D

and AxD can also be derived by using Rule III(b) first, followed by using Rule III(a),

that is,

B x D :: B x C, C contains D

A x D :: A inside B, B x D.

Suppose, for example, SR = {A inside B, B above C, D inside C, A above C, A

above D }. At Step (a), GT
above = Gabove= SRabove. At Step (b), OVERLAPS+=

{A overlaps B, B overlaps A, D overlaps C, C overlaps D }, MT
above = Mabove = {(A,

D), (A,C), (B, D)}, and MT
above ∗MT

above = ∅. Hence, Mabove2=SRabove. This means

that no above relationships are deleted from SRabove at Steps (a) and (b). At Step

(c), INSIDE+ = {A inside B, D inside C} and CONTAINS+ = {B contains A,

C contains D}.

Then Min ∗ Mabove2 = {A above C}, since

A above C :: A inside B, B above C.

Mabove2 ∗ Mco = {B above D, A above D}, since

B above D :: B above C, C contains D,

A above D :: A above C, C contains D.

And Min ∗ Mabove2 ∗ Mco = {A above D}, since
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A above D :: A inside B, B above C, C contains D.

Claim 3.9. Mx2 ∪ MinMx2 ∪ Mx2M
′
in ∪ MinMx2M

′
in, denoted by MAX(x), is

the set of all “x” relationships that are deducible, in the presence of OVERLAPS+

and INSIDE+, by using Rules I, II, and III.

Proof. The reader may refer to the proof of Claim 3.2 in Appendix of [23] for the

proof of Claim 3.9.

Therefore, MinMx2∪Mx2M
′
in∪MinMx2M

′
in is the set of all new “x” relationships

at Step (c). And it is obvious that MAX (x)T =MAX (x).

Claim 3.10. MAX(x) does not contain a loop, i.e., MAX(x) is acyclic.

Proof. Assume that MAX (x) contains a loop (A, A). Note that Mx2 doesn’t

contain a loop from Step (b). So, either one of MinMx2, Mx2M
′
in or MinMx2M

′
in

contains a loop (A, A). If MinMx2 contains a loop (A, A, then

AxA:: A inside B, B x A

where A inside B∈INSIDE+ and B x A∈ Mx2.

Now B overlaps A∈OVERLAPS+. Thus, Mx2∪Mov contains one pair of type-4

contradictory spatial relationships, B overlaps A and BxA. This is impossible because

it is already checked in Step (b).

If Mx2M
′
in contains a loop (A, A), then

AxA:: A x B,A inside B

where A x B∈ Mx2 and A inside B∈INSIDE+.

Now A overlaps B∈OVERLAPS+. Thus, Mx2∪Mov contains one pair of type-4

contradictory spatial relationships, A overlaps B and AxB. This is impossible because

it is already checked in Step (b).

If MinMx2M
′
in contains a loop (A, A),then

AxA:: A inside B, BxC, A inside C

where A inside B∈INSIDE+, B x C∈ Mx2 and A inside C∈INSIDE+.

Now A overlaps C can be deduced from A inside C using Rule VI and B overlaps

C can be deduced from A inside B and A overlaps C using Rule VII, so B overlaps

C∈OVERLAPS+. Thus, Mx2 ∪ Mov contains one pair of type-4 contradictory

spatial relationships, B overlaps C and BxC. This is also impossible because it is

already checked in Step (b).

Thus, the assumption that MAX (x) contains a loop (A, A) is incorrect. There-

fore, MAX (x) doesn’t contain a loop (A, A) and MAX (x) is acyclic.

Now check whether MAX (x) ∪ Mov contains one pair of type-4 contradictory

spatial relationships, that is, whether there exist two different objects A and B such

that AxB ∈MAX (x) and A overlaps B∈ Mov. If MAX (x) ∪ Mov does, halt the

procedure and output YES. Otherwise, continue. Note that Mov already contains all

overlaps relationships which are obtained from INSIDE+. So, similar to Steps (a)
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and (b), we also don’t need to check whether MAX (x)∪ INSIDE+ contains one

pair of type-5 contradictory spatial relationships.

Consider, for example, SR={A inside B, B above C, A overlaps C}. At Step

(a), GT
above = Gabove=SRabove= {B above C}. At Step (b), OVERLAPS+={A

overlaps B, B overlaps A, A overlaps C, C overlaps A}, MT
above = Mabove={(B,A)},

and MT
above ∗ GT

above = ∅. Hence, Mabove2=SRabove={B above C}. At Step (c), IN-

SIDE+={A inside B} and CONTAINS+={B contains A}. Then Min∗Aabove2={A

above C}, since

A above C :: A inside B, B above C,

Mabove2 ∗ Mco = ∅, and Min ∗ Mabove2 ∗ Mco = ∅. Thus MAX (x) ={B above C,

A above C}. Now MAX (x) ∪ Mov contains one pair of type-4 contradictory spatial

relationships, A above C and A overlaps C. Therefore, SR is inconsistent.

3.3.4. Generating outside Relationships. We have only three rules, III(a)

(Rule III(b) is redundant for the outside relationship), IV, and V, that can be used to

deduce outside relationships. Because deducing outside relationships by using Rules

III(a), IV, and V is similar to deducing overlaps relationships by using Rules VII,

IV, and VI. Hence, we will generate all the outside relationships from SR similar to

generating all the overlaps relationships in Section 3.3.2. We already have INSIDE

from Section 3.3.1, and MAX (x) for each x ∈{left-of, above, behind} from Section

3.3.3.

Let U0=SRoutside, U1 = U0 ∪ Us
0 , and U2 be the set of all deducible outside

relationships from MAX (left-of)∪ MAX (above)∪MAX (behind) by using Rules

V and IV. Then U1 ∪ U2 is the set of all deducible outside relationships from U0 and

MAX (x), where x ∈{left-of, above, behind}, using only Rules IV and V.

Now check whether U1∪U2∪Mov contains one pair of type-3 contradictory spatial

relationships, that is, whether there exist two different objects A and B such that A

outside B∈ U1∪U2 and A overlaps B∈ Mov. If U1∪U2∪Mov does, halt the procedure

and output YES. Otherwise, continue. Note that Mov already contains all overlaps

relationships which are obtained from INSIDE+. So, we don’t need to check whether

U1 ∪ U2∪INSIDE+ contains one pair of type-6 contradictory spatial relationships.

In fact, U2 ∪ Mov should not contain any pair of type-3 contradictory spatial

relationships. Since, so far =MAX (left-of)∪MAX (above)∪MAX (behind) ∪ Mov

does not contain any pair of type-4 contradictory spatial relationships, this is already

checked in Section 3.3.3. Thus, actually we only need to check whether U1 ∪ Mov

contains one pair of type-3 contradictory spatial relationships. Since, when B is

identical to A, Rule III(a) for “x” chosen as “outside” will become

A outside C :: A inside A, A outside C

and this is trivial by Rule VIII. Thus, we can assume that B is always not identical
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to A whenever we apply Rule III(a) for outside relationships.

Any new deducible relationship A outside C (i.e., not in U1 ∪ U2) should have

to be derived from U1 ∪ U2 and INSIDE+ using Rule III(a) at least once and Rule

IV. Let U3 be the set of all outside relationships deducible in one step from U1 ∪ U2

and INSIDE+ using Rule III(a), and let U4 = Us
3 and U5 be the set of all outside

relationships deducible in one step from U4 and INSIDE+ using Rule III(a). Then,

we have the following claim.

Claim 3.11. The set of all new (i.e., not in U1 ∪ U2) deducible outside rela-

tionships is contained in U3 ∪ U4 ∪ U5. Therefore, the set of all deducible outside

relationships is

∪5
i=1Ui

denoted by OUTSIDE.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Claim 3.8 in Section 3.3.2, which is placed in

Appendix of [23].

Let U12 be the adjacency matrix of U1∪U2. Then it is easy to see that U3, U4, and

U5, respectively, have the adjacency matrices Min ∗ U12, (Min ∗U12)
′ (i.e., U12 ∗M ′

in.

Note that U ′
12 = U12), and Min ∗ U12 ∗ M ′

in.

Note that the proof of the following Claim 3.12 is similar to the proof of Claim

3.10 in Section 3.3.3.

Claim 3.12. OUTSIDE does not contain any self-contradictory spatial rela-

tionships A outside A, where A is an object involved in SR.

Proof. Note that U0=SRoutside doesn’t contain any A outside A, since this is

already checked at the beginning of our detection procedure. So U1 = U0 ∪ Us
0 also

doesn’t contain any A outside A.

By Claim 3.10 in Section 3.3.3, MAX (x) doesn’t contain any loop (A, A) for

each x ∈{left-of, above, behind}. So U2 doesn’t contain any A outside A.

Hence, U12 = U1 ∪ U2 doesn’t contain any A outside A.

Now assume that OUTSIDE contains a self-contradictory spatial relationship

A outside A. Then, either one of U3 = MinU12, U4 = U12M
′
in, or U5 = MinU12M

′
in

contains a self-contradictory spatial relationship A outside A.

If MinU12 contains a relationship A outside A, then

A outside A :: A inside B, B outside A

where A inside B∈INSIDE+ and B outside A∈ U12.

Now B overlaps A∈OVERLAPS+. Thus, U12 ∪Mov contains one pair of type-3

contradictory spatial relationships, B outside A and B overlaps A. This is impossible

because it is already checked earlier in this Section.

If U12M
′
in contains a relationship A outside A, then

A outside A :: A outside B : A inside B
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where A outside B∈ U12 and A inside B∈INSIDE+.

Now A overlaps B∈OVERLAPS+. Thus, U12∪Mov contains one pair of type-3

contradictory spatial relationships, A overlaps B and A outside B. This is impossible

because it is already checked earlier in this Section.

If MinU12M
′
in contains a relationship A outside A, then

A outside A :: A inside B, B outside C, A inside C

where A inside B∈INSIDE+, B outside C∈ U12 and A inside C∈INSIDE+.

Now A overlaps C can be deduced from A inside C using Rule VI and B overlaps

C can be deduced from A inside B and A overlaps C using Rule VII, so B overlaps

C∈OVERLAPS+. Thus, U12∪Mov contains one pair of type-3 contradictory spatial

relationships, B overlaps C and B outside C. This is also impossible because it is

already checked earlier in this Section.

Thus, the assumption that OUTSIDE contains a self-contradictory spatial re-

lationship A outside A is incorrect. Therefore, OUTSIDE doesn’t contain any self-

contradictory spatial relationship A outside A.

Now check whether OUTSIDE ∪Mov contains one pair of type-3 contradictory

spatial relationships, that is, whether there exist two different objects A and B such

that A outside B∈OUTSIDE and A overlaps B∈ Min. If OUTSIDE∪Mov does,

halt the procedure and output YES. Otherwise, halt the procedure and output NO.

Note that Mov already contains all overlaps relationships which are obtained from

INSIDE+. So, we don’t need to check whether OUTSIDE∪INSIDE+ contains

one pair of type-6 contradictory spatial relationships.

This completes the consistency detection procedure.

3.3.5. Algorithm for Consistency Checking of Absolute Spatial rela-

tionships. Let SR be a set of absolute spatial relationships. It is easy to see that

if the maximal set of SR under R doesn’t contain any pair of contradictory spatial

relationships, then

∪{MAX (x)|x ∈{left-of, above, behind }}∪ OVERLAPS∪OUTSIDE ∪INSIDE

is the set of all spatial relationships deducible from SR using rules in R, that is, the

maximal set of SR under R.

The detection algorithm, for checking whether the maximal set of SR under R

contains one pair of contradictory spatial relationships, is summarized as follows. In

this algorithm, addition ‘+’ and multiplication ‘∗’ denote Boolean matrix addition

and multiplication, respectively; subtraction ‘−’ denotes Boolean matrix subtraction

corresponding to the difference operation of two sets of “x” relationships, where x ∈{

left-of, above, behind, inside, outside, overlaps}, more precisely, let X = (xij)n×n and

Y = (yij)n×n be two n×n Boolean matrices, then X −Y is an n×n Boolean matrix
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Z = (zij)n×n satisfying the condition that, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, zij = xij − yij , where the

subtraction ‘−’ on two Boolean values is defined in this way: 0 − 0 = 0, 0 − 1 = 0,

1 − 0 = 1, and 1 − 1 = 0. Also note that, addition ‘+’ and multiplication ‘∗’ on two

Boolean values are denned in the following way: 0 + 0 = 0, 0 + 1 = 1, 1 + 0 = 1, and

1+1 = 1; 0∗0 = 0, 0∗1 = 0, 1∗0 = 0, and 1∗1 = 1. The following algorithm assumes

that we already have efficient standard algorithm for computing the transitive closure

GT of a given directed graph G. The algorithm for computing GT of G is represented

by TranC(G, GT ), where G is a directed graph as input and GT is a directed graph

as output of TranC. For each x ∈{left-of, above, behind, inside, outside, overlaps},

all sets of “x” relationships are identified with their associated adjacency matrices.

Let I be an n × n identity matrix, where n is the number of all objects involved in

SR. Then I can denote either the set {A inside A | A is any involved object} if the

intended relationship is inside or the set {A overlaps A | A is any involved object} if

the intended relationship is overlaps.

Algorithm. Detect whether the maximal set of a given set of absolute spatial

relationships contains one pair of contradictory spatial relationships.

Input: a given set SR of absolute spatial relationships.

Output: NO if the maximal set of SR doesn’t contain any pair of contradictory

spatial relationships and the maximal set of SR is also produced;

YES, otherwise.

/* Assume SR doesn’t contain any AxA for x ∈ {left-of, above, behind,

inside, outside, overlaps}*/

Step (0). Check whether SR contains one pair of contradictory spatial

relationships. If YES, halt. Otherwise, continue.

Step (1). Generate inside relationships

/* Ginside denotes the dependency graph derived by inside and SR */

(la). Compute INSIDE+ = GT
inside by calling algorithm

TranC(Ginside, INSIDE+).

Check whether INSIDE+ contains a loop.

If YES, halt. Otherwise, continue.

(lb). INSIDE = INSIDE+ + I

Step (2). Generate overlaps relationships

/* O0= SRoverlaps denotes the subset of all overlaps relationships in SR */

(2a). O1 = O0 + O′
0, O2= INSIDE + INSIDE′,

and set M12 = O1 + O2;

/* Min is the adjacency matrix of INSIDE+ */

(2b). O3 = M ′
in ∗ M12, O4 = O′

3 and O5 = O3 ∗ Min;

(2c). OVERLAPS = M12 + O3 + O4 + O5, and set

OVERLAPS+ = OVERLAPS - I.
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Step (3). Generate left-of, above, and behind relationships

/* Gx denotes the dependency graph derived by x and SR */

For each x ∈{left-of, above, behind}, go through (3a)-(3c):

(3a). Compute GT
x by calling algorithm TranC(Gx, GT

x ).

Check whether GT
x contains a loop. If YES, halt. Otherwise, continue.

/*Mov is the adjacency matrix of OVERLAPS+ */

Check whether GT
x ∪ Mov contains one pair of type-4

contradictory spatial relationships.

If YES, halt. Otherwise, continue.

(3b). Mx = GT
x ∗ Mov, and compute MT

x by calling algorithm

TranC(Mx, MT
x ),

then set Mx2 = GT
x + MT

x ∗ GT
x .

Check whether Mx2 contains a loop. If YES, halt. Otherwise, continue.

Check whether Mx2 ∪ Mov contains one pair of type-4

contradictory spatial relationships.

If YES, halt. Otherwise, continue.

(3c). MAX (x) = Mx2 + Min ∗ Mx2 + Mx2 ∗ M ′
in + Min ∗ Mx2 ∗ M ′

in.

Check whether MAX (x) ∪ Mov contains one pair of type-4

contradictory relationships.

If YES, halt. Otherwise, continue.

Step (4). Generate outside relationships

/* U0 =SRoutside denotes the subset of all outside relationships in SR */

(4a). U1 = U0 + U ′
0, U2 =MAX (left-of)+MAX (above) +MAX (behind)

and reset U2 = U2 + U ′
2, then U12 = U1 + U2.

Check whether U12 ∪ Mov contains one pair of type-3

contradictory spatial relationships.

If YES, halt. Otherwise, continue.

(4b). U3 = Min ∗ U12, U4 = U ′
3 and U5 = Min ∗ U4;

(4c). OUTSIDE=U12 + U3 + U4 + U5.

Check whether OUTSIDE∪Uov contains one pair of type-3

contradictory relationships.

If YES, halt and output YES. Otherwise, halt and output NO.

/* End of the detection algorithm */

Note that if the above detection algorithm outputs YES, we are certain that SR

is inconsistent. But it does not exactly tell us the questionable relationship(s) in

SR causing the inconsistency. Consider, for example, SR= {A above B,B above C,C

above A}. Then SR is inconsistent. Deleting either one of the three relationships

in SR will make the left two relationships in SR consistent. Thus, the user may be
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required to help resolve the inconsistency of SR when the inconsistency of SR is

detected and reported to the Human-Computer Interface.

It is easy to see that, for the above algorithm, every computation at each step, ex-

cluding computing the transitive closure of a directed graph and performing Boolean

matrix multiplication, can be done by time complexity O(n2)and space complexity

O(n2). Notice that computing the transitive closure of a directed graph or perform-

ing Boolean matrix multiplication each has to take at least time O(n2). Hence, by

Fact 3.4, the above algorithm will require time that is at most a constant multiple of

the time to compute the transitive reduction of a graph or to compute the transitive

closure of a graph or to perform Boolean matrix multiplication. Note that we can

easily compute GT of a graph G, using efficient standard algorithms with time com-

plexity O(n3) and space complexity O(n2)(see, e.g., [1, 2, 3]), and perform Boolean

matrix multiplication using usual matrix multiplication with time complexity O(n3)

and space complexity O(n2). Therefore, the time complexity and space complexity of

the above algorithm are bounded by O(n3) and O(n2), respectively.

Now we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.13. There exists an efficient algorithm to detect whether, given a set

SR of absolute spatial relationships, the maximal set of SR under R contains one pair

of contradictory spatial relationships. The time required by it is at most a constant

multiple of the time to compute the transitive reduction of a graph or to compute the

transitive closure of a graph or to perform Boolean matrix multiplication, and thus is

always bounded by time complexity O(n3) (and space complexity O(n2)), where n is

the number of all involved objects.

Given a set SR of three-dimensional absolute spatial relationships, we can use

the above algorithm to find the maximal set of SR under the system of rules R if

the maximal set of SR doesn’t contain any pair of contradictory spatial relationships.

Since R. is complete for three-dimensional pictures, the maximal set of SR under R.

coincides with the maximal set implied by SR under R. Thus, it is easy to see from

the entire detection procedure that SR is consistent if the above algorithm outputs

NO. Therefore, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 3.14. The above detection algorithm can completely answer whether

a given set of three-dimensional absolute spatial relationships is consistent.

For two-dimensional pictures, we will not have the relationship symbol behind and

the rules referring to it in R. Similarly, we can use the above algorithm (discarding

those computations involving behind relationships) to detect whether, given a set

SR of two-dimensional absolute spatial relationships, the maximal set of SR under

R. contains one pair of contradictory spatial relationships. However, since R. is

incomplete for two-dimensional connected pictures, the maximal set of SR under R

may not coincide with the maximal set implied by SR under R. More precisely, the
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maximal set of SR under R may be contained properly in the maximal set implied

by SR under R. Hence, even if the above detection algorithm outputs NO, it is still

possible that there exist (s) certain spatial relationship (s), implied by SR under R.

but not deducible from SR under R, which might cause inconsistency of SR. Thus,

we have the following question: Does the maximal set of an inconsistent set of planar

absolute spatial relationships under R always contain one pair of contradictory spatial

relationships or a self-contradictory spatial relationship? If the answer to this question

is YES, then we can always use the above algorithm to detect the inconsistency of

spatial relationships in the meta-data about a picture. Otherwise, if the answer to

this question is NO, our proposed algorithm might fail to detect inconsistency of the

description of absolute spatial relationships (involving inside, outside, and overlaps,

by Theorem 3.7) for certain planar pictures, while at least checking their maximal

sets under R don’t contain any pair of contradictory spatial relationships.

The detailed algorithm given above can be directly programmed into executable

computer codes.

4. Conclusions and Future Research. In this paper we have investigated

the consistency problem for spatial relationships in Content-based Image Database

Systems (CIDBS). We have used the same approach of mathematically simple matrix

representation as in [23] to present an efficient (i.e., polynomial-time) algorithm to

solve the consistency problem for spatial relationships in a picture. Our proposed

algorithm might fail to detect inconsistency of the description of absolute spatial re-

lationships (involving inside, outside, and overlaps) for certain planar pictures, which

will require further investigation. It is straightforward to implement the detailed al-

gorithm given in Section 3 using programming languages such as C/C++. Future

research is required to further investigate the CIDBS model for facilitating fast image

indexing and retrieval.

While the data consistency problem has been well addressed in traditional data-

base systems, the consistency problem about content-based multimedia indexing and

retrieval needs to be investigated. The consistency problem will also arise when mul-

timedia data sources are merged. Our proposed approach for the image database case

is an attempt to begin addressing this important issue.
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